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H. R. No. 99

Representatives Cupp, Hoops, Cross

A RESOLUTION
Honoring First National Bank on its One Hundredth
Anniversary.
WHEREAS, The members of the House of Representatives of the
133rd General Assembly of Ohio are pleased to pay tribute to First
National Bank on the occasion of its One Hundredth Anniversary;
and
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WHEREAS, Since 1918, the management and staff of First
National Bank have consistently demonstrated exemplary
professionalism and expertise, as well as an unwavering commitment
to maintaining the highest industry standards. Due to the
tremendous effort and initiative displayed by the employees, the
financial institution has grown over the past one hundred years to
include four locations that serve the communities of Bluffton,
Findlay, Ottawa, and Pandora, and this noteworthy enterprise is
certainly deserving of high praise; and
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WHEREAS, The success of First National Bank is a justifiable
source of pride and an outstanding reflection not only on the
business itself but also on its capable management and hardworking employees. Due to their vision and initiative, this
respected organization has earned the gratitude and appreciation
of many satisfied customers, and their remarkable contributions
are worthy of admiration; and
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WHEREAS, Ohio’s economic well-being depends on institutions
such as First National Bank to provide services to the citizens of
our state. We are pleased to note that it is through the diligent
work of professionals such as all those associated with this bank,
who are willing to invest in the future of their community, that
the State of Ohio remains a pleasant place in which to live and
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work; therefore be it
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RESOLVED, That we, the members of the House of
Representatives of the 133rd General Assembly of Ohio, in adopting
this Resolution, recognize and salute First National Bank on its
One Hundredth Anniversary; and be it further
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RESOLVED, That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
transmit a duly authenticated copy of this Resolution to First
National Bank.
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